January 8, 1972
348 Payson Rd.,
Belmont, Mass.

Dear Professor Terrade More,

As you will see from the enclosed "tentative program" for the 2nd Tunis Conference, it is definitive and settled for Sept. 1972 at St. John's University, New York, an excellent place for such a gathering.

To secure a concentrated and constructive debate we propose it in great lines of thought, the countenance of problems treated in the papers, sequently by the Conference lecture, followed and most successfully by the initiative of the Chairman of the session.
I believe that we could profit from your knowledge in particular. Would you accept to provide the first version which outlines all the major issues to be tested in the subsequent ones. I hope that you will honor ces by your acceptance. If you do, we could may be, meet in the near future and make a general of the papers to be read.

With best personal regards

23.1.72
Your,

[Signature]

P.S. The papers, debate, your short poems etc. will be published in the vol. III of the ANALECTA HUSSERLIANA.